
   ED/00/21/A

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

21st Meeting, 2000 (Session 1)

Wednesday 21st June 2000

The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Festival Theatre,13/29 Nicolson Street,
Edinburgh.

1. Special Educational Needs Inquiry: The Committee will take evidence from the
Equity Group—

Drew Hunter, Secretary

Nancy Hansen, Vice Chairman

Heather Anderson, Assistant Secretary

Dorothy McDonald, Parent

and from the Minority Ethnic Learning Disabilities Initiative—

Fernando Diniz, Chairman

Sophie Pilgrim, Researcher and Development Officer

Khushi Usmani, Educational Psychologist

2. Special Educational Needs Inquiry: The Committee members will report back
on school visits.

3. Disabled Athletics in Scotland: The Committee will consider letters from the
Scottish Athletics Federation, UK Athletics and Scottish Disability Sport.

4. Public Petitions: The Committee will consider the following petition—

PE 213 by Ms I Silavi and Miss S Silavi calling on the Scottish Parliament to
examine the possibility of establishing a post of commissioner for the rights
of disabled children.

5. Update on Committee Business: The Committee will be updated on business
in its current work programme.



6. Hampden Inquiry (In private): The Committee will consider the written evidence
received in the Hampden Inquiry.

Gillian Baxendine
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.7 Committee Chambers
Ext. 85204

Email gillian.baxendine@scottish.parliament.uk

********************************************

The following papers are attached for this meeting—

SEN inquiry- submission from Equity  ED/00/21/1

SEN inquiry- submission from Minority Ethnic Learning
Disabilities  Initiative ED/00/21/2

Note from Committee SEN adviser on oral evidence
(Private paper) (All above Agenda item 1)

Letter from Scottish Athletics Federation ED/00/21/4

Letter from UK Athletics ED/00/21/5

Letter from Scottish Disability Sports ED/00/21/6
(All letters Agenda item 3)

PE 213 by Ms I Silavi
Note by Clerk on PE 213  (Agenda item 4) ED/00/21/7

Hampden Inquiry written evidence (Private papers)
Note by Clerk on written evidence( Private Paper)
(Agenda item 6)

Note:  Rescheduling of witnesses resulted in late withdrawal of ED/00/21/3

_________________________________________________

The following paper is attached for information—

Scottish Arts Council letter on Scottish National Theatre
initiative

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parl_bus/petitions/pe213.pdf
gillian.baxendine@scottish.parliament.uk
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Papers circulated

SEN Inquiry- submission from Equity ED/00/21/1
Not available in electronic format

SEN Inquiry-Submission from Minority
Ethnic Learning Disabilities Initiative

ED/00/21/2

Note from Committee SEN adviser on
oral evidence

Private Paper

Letter from Scottish Athletics Federation ED/00/21/4
Not available in electronic format

Letter from UK Athletics ED/00/21/5
Not available in electronic format

Letter from Scottish Disability Sports ED/00/21/6
Not available in electronic format

PE 213 by Mrs I Silavi

Note by Clerk on PE 213

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parl_bus
/petitions/pe213.pdf

ED/00/21/7
Hampden Inquiry written evidence Private Paper
Note by Clerk on written evidence Private Paper

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parl_bus/petitions/pe213.pdf
































































THE SOCIAL INCLUSION OF BLACK/MINORITY ETHNIC CHILDREN WITH SEN

Submission to the Scottish Parliament Committee of Inquiry on SEN Provision .
From The Minority Ethnic Learning Disabilities Initiative Ltd [MELDI],
Edinburgh

TACKLING INSTITUTIONAL RACISM IN SEN

MELDI is a black-led voluntary sector organisation which provides advocacy support to black/minority ethnic
disabled persons and their families. It has gained a sound understanding of the needs of families and the institutional
barriers which they experience in caring for their children. This statement sets out the key principles which we feel
must be recognised and strategic questions which are critical to ensure that the rights of children of black/minority
ethnic background are acknowledged and honoured by the Scottish Executive, Local Authorities, Schools, Support
Services and Voluntary Agencies. Only when this is so will it demonstrate a commitment to the elimination of
institutional racism and Social Inclusion become a reality.
There is an abundance of evidence to demonstrate that black/minority ethnic communities experience institutional
and structural barriers in accessing their entitlements to public services [The MacPherson Report, 1999]. MELDI
believes that institutional racism can be eliminated if policy and practice must be founded on the following
principles:
• Black/minority ethnic communities are explicitly acknowledged and valued, their dignity and aspirations

recognised and they play an active part in policy formulation.
• In the planning and delivery of the Children's Services, due regard is given, without discrimination, to the

religious persuasion, racial origin, cultural and linguistic background of black/minority ethnic children and their
families.

• This commitment is understood and consistently implemented by policy makers and professionals across the
areas of health, education and social work in their contact with children and families.

• Ethnic monitoring is employed in detecting trends and assessing the impact of the services to children and
families.

 PRIORITY 1: DIVERSITY OF PROVISION

Special needs education varies considerably between different local authorities in Scotland. In particular, provision
of special schools is largely determined the historical circumstances of local authority reorganisation with some
authorities inheriting many special schools and other authorities inheriting few or none. These differences mediate
against a consistent national wide policy towards special educational needs. Families are well aware of these issues,
especially if at some point they have been unsuccessful in making a placing request because of local authority
boundaries. For black and minority ethnic families who are predominantly resident in Scotland’s city authorities,
this situation means that it is difficult to access consistent support and advice. Variation between local authorities
further adds to a sense of isolation which many black families experience. There is no national policy or research
data on the assessment and placement of black/minority ethnic children in SEN provision despite the
recommendations of the formal inquiry by the CRE(1996).

PRIORITY 2: INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

Policy moves towards inclusive education are very welcome but need to be supported by appropriate provision. At
present, particular areas of provision (for example speech and language units) are in great demand. Children from
black and minority ethnic groups may be at a structural disadvantage where there is great demand for a particular
resource. MELDI has just commenced a research and development project on SEN (funded by the Scottish
Executive) and early findings from this project show that families from black and minority ethnic groups have less
access to voluntary sector information and support. Excellent information packages and educational advice services
which are developed by specialist voluntary organisations are not reaching families from black and minority ethnic
groups. For them to benefit from moves towards inclusive education, the government must ensure that situations in
which there is competition over scarce resources are addressed so as to not compound the problems encountered by
black communities.

PRIORITY 3: ASSESSMENT, PLACEMENT & TRANSITION



At present, educational psychologists are given the role of allocating resources and of making assessments of
individual children. This is a conflict of interest in that the psychologist is inevitably under pressure to make
assessments which will match provision available. This is an area of concern at all transitional stages and
particularly when a child is first assessed before starting school. Professionals must have due regard to the religious
persuasion, racial origin, cultural and linguistic background of the families with whom they are working. This is not
possible unless assessments focus on the potential of the child and are not affected by resources. Parents need to be
confident that the particular circumstances of their child are under consideration and that processes and procedures
are racially inclusive.

PRIORITY 4: EQUAL & ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF FAMILIES

Despite the rhetoric of 'partnership', MELDI has found that parents are seriously under-represented in making
decisions about their children. Even in difficult circumstances of caring for children who are disabled, these parents
can and do demonstrate positive qualities in responding to their situation, are resourceful, self-reliant, supportive of
other parents and show perseverance. Yet, they have complained that professionals have low expectations of them
and they have found themselves having to liaise between different parties in order to ensure that the child's needs are
understood by all professionals. Children's Services, particularly education and health, are at the top of the list of
priorities for black/minority ethnic parents; in addition to concerns about access to services, they worry about the
safety of their children from racial attacks. It is therefore critical that in the planning and delivery of services,
explicit account is given to issues of racial equality in assessing the needs of black/minority ethnic families of
children with SEN? Summarised below are brief indicators:

Factors in Assessing the Needs of Families
 
• ethnic, cultural and linguistic backgrounds: avoiding stereotypes!
• physical demands: 24 hour call, lack of relief, etc
• health and welfare: relationships, health of carers, particularly women.
• stigma: blame, guilt, community reactions
• economic: finance, child-care etc
• family response: knowledge, skills and qualities, support network, etc

Factors in Assuring Racial Equality in Actively Working with Families

• Range & Culturally appropriate services and professionals: which, why, how, what?
• Support in decision-making: critical stages at entry, assessment, progress at school; statutory requirements,

policy and provision for SEN; parental rights, Bilingualism, etc
• Communication:

(i) Professionals- & Families [Is it a genuine Partnership?]
Culturally and linguistically appropriate information, dialogue, role in assessment and review, accountability etc
(ii) Inter-professional Practice [ Is it Collaborative?]
Inter-agency, coherent policy, client-centred services, Interpretation & Translation etc

• positive relationships: inclusive, pro-active, effective or inaccessible, reactive, discriminatory?
• racism: combat differential treatment (direct/indirect) on grounds of race, ethnicity, language; legal framework,

ethnic monitoring, etc

STRATEGIC ISSUES FOR SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE, LOCAL AUTHORITIES, SCHOOLS, SUPPORT
SERVICES AND VOLUNTARY AGENCIES.

MELDI would like the Committee of Inquiry to investigate if and how the above range of bodies:

• Ensure that issues of Racial Equality are evident? Do they ensure that  statistical information about the presence
and composition of black/minority ethnic communities inform strategy?

• Ensure equitable distribution of funding to children from black/minority ethnic backgrounds ?



• Include 'race & ethnicity' as factors of analysis and monitoring in auditing needs?
• Review whether staffing measures are present in Strategic Plans which are consistent with its commitment to

Racial Equality? How is the Scottish Executive tackling the serious deficit of black/minority ethnic
professionals?[i.e. Teachers, Social Workers, Psychologists, Speech therapists, etc]

• Actively include black/minority ethnic communities in policy and practice matters?

March 2000.

















ED/00/21/7

EDUCATION CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

Petition PE 213: Ms I Silavi and Miss S Silavi

1. The Public Petitions Committee referred this petition to the Committee for
further consideration on 6 June 2000 and asked that it consider the issues raised.
The Public Petitions Committee suggests that the Education, Culture and Sport
Committee may wish to consult with the Health and Community Care Committee; the
Social Inclusion, Housing and Voluntary Sector Committee; and the Equal
Opportunities Committee.

The Petition

2. The petitioners consider that while the rights of disabled children are equal to
those of able-bodied children the obtaining of those rights can be difficult and can
often be subject to the decision of individual social workers. The petitioner is
concerned at the lack of uniformity of decision making and is concerned that the
present allocation of funding for respite care is subject to regional variation and
inconsistencies.  They requested that the Parliament debate the issue.

Recommendations

3. It is recommended:

• that the views of the petitioners should be taken into account in the
Committee’s current inquiry on the possibility of establishing a Children’s
Commissioner, whose remit would encompass the rights of all children.

• that the Committee consults the Health and Community Care Committee; the
Social Inclusion, Housing and Voluntary Sector Committee; and the Equal
Opportunities Committee; and asks that they report back, for the Committee to
consider further.

 Ian Cowan
Assistant Clerk


